InstantGMP, Inc. Announces the Release of an All-in-One Affordable Quality Management System, InstantGMP™ QMS

InstantGMP, Inc., creator of the InstantGMP™ batch and quality management software, announces the release of an all-in-one affordable quality management system, InstantGMP™ QMS.

Cary, NC (PRWEB) February 07, 2019 -- Designed by quality and regulatory experts, InstantGMP™ QMS is a quality management system (QMS) software that satisfies a renewed commitment to Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs) compliance through a complete QMS platform that stands-out from other systems by streamlining, enhancing, and automating workflows for quality-related actions. Coupling specially developed logs with the electronic batch records and inventory controls of InstantGMP™ creates a fully connected manufacturing environment.

Through integrating several aspects of the software, companies benefit by ensuring compliance with federal and state regulations, maximizing batch production, reducing human errors and improving their manufacturing processes. This all-encompassing system is appealing to both experts of GMPs and those within emerging industries looking to implement these process improvement workflows.

Some of the pre-structured built-in logs include:

- Deviation management
- Customer Complaint tracking
- CAPA
- Change control
- Room and equipment monitoring
- Personnel training

Striving to encourage efficiency, process improvements, and integration with InstantGMP™’s electronic batch records and inventory management; InstantGMP™ QMS shines by organizing data, unifying investigative processes, and expediting resolutions.

By leveraging the connection to other software modules, redundant data input is eliminated, and users can appreciate centralized record creation within InstantGMP™ QMS. Delving deeper into components of the software, users can capture root causes, dispositions, launch investigations, monitor statuses, email notifications about personnel assignments, link related documents via the document management system (DMS), and track incidents with pre-configured workflows.

The Quality Management module is available for separate purchase for companies looking to make a partial transition.

About InstantGMP, Inc.

InstantGMP, Inc. is the creator behind the InstantGMP™ software that organizes and manages manufacturing processes with the goal of improving batch quality and consistency across several different industry verticals;
including biopharmaceuticals, biotech, cannabis, CBD & hemp, dietary supplements, e-liquids, and medical devices. The software is the brain-child of Dr. Richard Soltero, pharmaceutical veteran, and quality extraordinaire. InstantGMP, Inc.’s focus is developing software for products that are regulated by the FDA.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.